
 

January - February Cornhole league 2023 

Sponsored by 

 

                                              

 

MEET THE TEAMS 

Team Hatch (David, Jonathan) Feelin Corny (Polly, Tony)    Corn Hustlers (Beth, Ron) 

The Legendres (Randy, Kathy) The Castles (Marie, Bryan)  Holey Schnikes (CB, Anita) 

All In (Mary, Paula)  Corn Doggies (Sandy, Tracie)   We So Corny (Erik, Kim) 

Team Camp (Tracy, Michael) Texas Exes (Chris, Ron)   Team W’s (Jimmy, Kevin) 

The Cornadoes (Lucas, Missy) I Need TP for my Cornholio (Matt, Travis) 

 

I improvised team names for some of you, please let us know what you would like to 

change it to.  



Did you know Walt’s Garage gives all Team Doogie participants 

10% off? 

 

STANDINGS 

      W  L 

 

SCHEDULE 

1/13 – How the schedule works. Listed below are all the games we will play tonight. 

Currently we have 13 teams signed up. It is possible we may get more signed up before 

gametime tomorrow. Which will increase the amount of matches in a night. Currently it is 

11 for the first 6 weeks and 12 for week 7.  

You and your partner will play all the other teams (currently 12 besides yours) for the 

next 7 weeks and based off standings everyone will be seeded into our 8th week 

championship bracket.  

Gameplay will begin at 6:30pm at Bean Depot off 776. We will try and do them in order 

but the teams that are ready first will play first meaning your team and the opposing 

team must check in and be prepared to play. Again teams earlier on the list that are ready 

will go first. This schedule has proven to be very efficient and leaves time to socialize 

more and/or play more pick up games.  

 

Schedule (Rules and specs are listed below) 

6:30 

Team Hatch   vs   Feelin Corny    2 

Corn Hustlers  vs   The Legendres   2 

Castles    vs   Holy Schnikes   2 

All in    vs   Corn Doggies   3 

We so Corny  vs   Team Camp    2 

Texas Exes   vs   Team W’s    2 



Team Hatch   vs   The Cornadoes   2 

Feelin Corny   vs   Corn Hustlers   3 

The Legendres  vs   Castles    2 

Team Camp   vs   I Need TP for my Cornholio 2 

Holy Schnikes  vs   All in     3 

Corn Doggies  vs   We so Corny   3 

Texas Exes   vs   I Need TP for my Cornholio 2 

 

1/20 

Team Hatch   vs   Team W’s    2 

Feelin Corny   vs   The Cornadoes   2 

Corn Hustlers  vs   Castles    2 

Legendres   vs   Holey Schnikes   2 

All in    vs   Texas Exes    3 

Corn Doggies  vs   INTP     2 

Team W’s   vs   The Cornadoes   2 

Team Hatch   vs   Corn Hustlers   2 

Feelin Corny   vs   Legendres    3 

Castles   vs   All in     2 

Holey Schnikes  vs   Corn Doggies   2 

Texas Exes   vs   The Cornadoes   3 

Team W’s   vs   INTP     2 

 

1/27 

We So Corney  vs   Texas Exes  2 

Team Camp   vs   Team W’s  2 

Team Hatch   vs   Legendres  2 



Feelin Corney  vs   Castles  3 

Corn Hustlers  vs   Holey Schnikes 2 

All In    vs   Cornadoes  2 

Corn Doggies  vs   Team Camp  Reschedule 

We So Corney  vs   INTP   2 

Team Hatch   vs   Castles  2 

Feelin Corney  vs   Holey Schnikes 2  

Corn Hustlers  vs   Team Camp  3 

Legendres   vs   We So Corney 2 

All In    vs   INTP   2 

 

2/03 

Corn Doggies  vs   Team Camp 

We so Corney  vs   Team W’s 

Cornadoes   vs   Corn Hustlers 

Team Hatch   vs   Holey Schnikes 

Feelin Corney  vs   All In 

Legendres   vs   Texas Exes 

Castles   vs   INTP 

Corn Doggies  vs   Cornadoes 

Team Camp   vs   Texas Exes 

Corn Doggies  vs   Team W’s 

We So Corney  vs   Cornadoes 

Legendres   vs   Team Camp 

Team Hatch   vs   INTP 

 

 



 

Rules and Gameplay 

1. A match will consist of best 2 out of 3 games to 21. The winning team will not have 

to get 21 exactly but must reach or exceed that number first.  

2. Team can do Rock, paper scissors or flip a coin. The winner of this can choose 

either which side/lane they want or they get to choose who goes first or second. 

The loser of this gets whatever choice is left over. Lanes: A team will play opposite 

each other in the same lane meaning if you were to walk straight over to the other 

board you would be face to face with your partner. Players are allowed to change 

side after the 1st or 2nd game but not during it. This means sides not lanes.  

3. When a match is over please inform the organizer (Katy or Joel) of who won and if 

it was in 2 or 3 games.  

4. Standings filters: 1st – wins verses losses in the standings. 2nd If multiple teams have 

the same standings the team who was victorious in the match played with each 

other will be considered a higher rank. 3rd. If teams had not played each other yet 

and we can’t use the 2nd filter we will determine it by the number of wins in two 

and the number of wins in 3. The more wins in 2 will be considered higher in 

ranking. If none of these filters determine who is a higher rank they will be 

considered tied for the time being.  

5. We do not have a rule for throwing. Overhand, underhand or sideways is just fine.  

6. A player must stay in the throwing box while throwing. This means within 3 feet of 

the board and neither foot should step past the front of the board.  

7. Boards are 27 feet apart. We will provide bags but please feel free to bring your 

own if you prefer.  

8. There will be 4 tosses per team per side. Beyond the first set of throws where who 

goes first is determined by the coin toss, the second set of throws and on will be 

determined by the winner of the previous set. That player will throw one, the next 

will throw and back and forth until all 8 bags are thrown.  

9. Scores: 1 point will be awarded for landing and staying on the board. Three points 

are awarded to making a toss into the hole. This is elimination scoring and teams 

keep score. This means in one set of throws if a team makes 3 points and the other 

team makes 6 points the team with 3 will receive 0 and those 3 points will be 

eliminated from the other team’s 6 to give them a total of 3 points. If the two 

teams have the same score they are eliminated (Called a wash) and neither team 

will be awarded points.  

10. If a team lands and stays on the board and the opposing team or even the original 

thrower throws a toss that knocks that bag off the board the team that previously 



earned a point will have lost that point. In a similar case with a bag on the board if 

it is knocked into the hole the original thrower will receive 3 point instead of the 

one it was previously worth.  

11. Once thrown the bag must not touch anything else before landing on the board. 

For instance, if a bag hits the ground and bounces up on the board it must be 

removed right away and is worth 0 points.  

12. MOST IMPORTANT HAVE FUN!!!! We will definitely have some good competition 

but please remember it is a social league and is meant for people to meet others, 

make new friends and have a great time! We are guests at the Bean Depot and we 

definitely want to make them feel appreciated. Please acknowledge their friendly 

service. Sportsman like conduct is a must, please no fighting or loud arguing. If 

there is a game issue please present it to an organizer calmly. Any obscene 

behavior will be addressed by asking the participant to leave for the night, possibly 

the rest of the season with no refund if it is severe.  

If something was not addressed in this please ask us and we will get an answer to you.  

 

 


